High magnitude mixed astigmatism correction with excimer laser surgery

Correção de astigmatismo misto de alta magnitude com excimer laser em dois tempos cirúrgicos
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ABSTRACT

High astigmatism correction represents a challenge for the refractive surgeon with current available technology. Excimer laser correction should be considered as an option in the available therapeutic arsenal. We report a patient with astigmatism higher than eight diopters to whom it was used a treatment with LASIK (Laser Assisted In Situ Keratomileusis) in two surgical moments, using a new generation of excimer laser with an optimized aspheric profile.
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RESUMO

O alto astigmatismo representa um desafio para o cirurgião refrativo devido à limitação da tecnologia atualmente disponível. A correção com excimer laser deve ser considerada uma opção no arsenal terapêutico disponível. Apresentamos um paciente com astigmatismo superior a 8 dioptrias que realizou um tratamento com a técnica LASIK (Laser Assisted in Situ Keratomileusis) em dois tempos cirúrgicos, utilizando uma nova geração de excimer laser com perfil asférico otimizado.
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INTRODUCTION

Regular astigmatism leads to image formation in two perpendicular planes, with two different foci, producing image distortion, shades, or even diplopia. The greater its magnitude, the greater the loss in visual quality and the chance of such symptoms. In mixed astigmatism, for example, image formation occurs in two axes, one anterior and one posterior to the retina.\(^{(1,2)}\)

Visual correction of astigmatism can be achieved using glasses, contact lenses, refractive surgery with excimer laser, intrastromal corneal ring implants (in specific cases, especially in irregular astigmatism secondary to corneal ectasia), intraocular lenses (in patients with concomitant cataract), and even corneal transplantation (in patients who cannot undergo other treatments, e.g., those with severe corneal ectasia).\(^{(1,5)}\) Each case should be assessed in detail and correctly diagnosed before performing any procedure.\(^{(1)}\)

We report on a patient with high astigmatism, a condition that is uncommon in clinical practice and whose characteristics often hinder a safe and adequate ablation.

CASE REPORT

Male, 32-year-old patient working as a construction foreman, wishing to correct his refractive error. He reported low vision with glasses and intolerance to contact lenses. He had not used any type of visual correction for 5 years.

Ophthalmic examination found an uncorrected visual acuity of 20/200 in both eyes and a corrected visual acuity (CVA) of 20/80 in the right eye (RE) and partial 20/50 in the left eye (LE). Static and dynamic refraction were identical (RE: +2.00 -9.00 X10º; LE: +1.50 -8.00 X175º). Tomography of the cornea and anterior segment with a Pentacam™ device (Oculus Optikgeraete GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany), showed anterior corneal astigmatism of 8.3 dioptres in the RE and 7.2 dioptres in the LE (Figures 1 and 2). A detailed clinical examination found no abnormalities in both eyes.

Since the patient had regular astigmatism with no signs of corneal ectasia or other eye conditions, correction with excimer laser refractive surgery was suggested. There was, however, a technical limitation, as the maximum cylindrical correction with the available equipment, a Schwind Amaris™ device (Schwind GmbH & Co, Kleinostheim, Germany), is seven dioptres.

It was thus decided that correction of the cylindrical error would be done in two steps with a minimum interval of three months between them. The first procedure aimed for a correction of +2.50 -7.00 X10º in the RE and +2.00 -7.00 X175º in the LE, with an optical zone of 6.7 mm for both eyes.

The first LASIK procedure was performed on February 25th, 2011, using a Moria M2™ automated microkeratome, and the flap was created with a 130µm steel blade. The residual bed after the first procedure was estimated at 352µm in the RE and 389µm in the LE.

Three months after the first procedure, static refraction was +0.50 -4.00 X10º in the RE and -0.50 -2.00 X160º in the LE, with both eyes showing a CVA of 20/30p. Tomography of the cornea and anterior segment using a Pentacam™ device (Figures 3 and 4) showed anterior corneal astigmatism of 4.2 dioptres in the RE and 1.9 dioptres in the LE. Central pachymetry was 498µm in the RE and 487µm in the LE.

The second procedure was performed on July 1st, 2011. The flap was lifted manually with a surgical spatula. The Schwind Amaris™ device was programmed for a correction of +1.00 -4.00 X10º in the RE and -0.25 -2.50 X165º in the LE using the same method (aberration-free) as in the previous procedure. The optical zone was 6.7 mm in both eyes. The residual bed after the second procedure was estimated at 331 µm in the RE and 305 µm in the LE.

Manifest refraction one month after the procedure was -0.50 -0.50 X0º in the RE and -0.50 -0.50 X170º in the LE, with a CVA of 20/25p in both eyes. Refraction under cycloplegia on February 27th, 2012, i.e. one year after the first procedure, was -0.50 X0º in the RE and -0.50 X170º in the LE, with a CVA of 20/25 in both eyes. In the last follow-up visit on April 17th, 2013, refraction values remained stable.
Astigmatism greater than six dioptres is uncommon in clinical practice. Despite advances, surgical correction of high refractive errors still faces technical limitations.\(^{4-5}\) Arbelaez and Vidal suggest that improvement in lines of visual acuity can occur in up to one third of operated patients, with good correction of cylindrical components greater than 2 dioptres using Schwind Amaris\(^{6}\) and Alegretto WaveLight lasers.\(^{7}\)

In the case reported here there was improvement of more than 3 lines of visual acuity in the right eye and 2 lines in the left eye. Both surgical procedures led to significant improvement in spherical and cylindrical components, which is not the general rule in similar cases.\(^{8}\) For example, Igarashi et al. have shown a greater regression in spherical components and a greater stability in cylindrical components.\(^{9}\)

There are also studies showing astigmatism correction of 3 to 5 cylindrical dioptres (Dcyl) using Visumax femtosecond laser and MEL-80 excimer laser, but with an undercorrection of 1.17 ± 0.81D.\(^{10}\)

Chiseliță et al. have shown that in the correction of high astigmatism there is no significant induction of higher-order aberrations.\(^{11}\) This is particularly the case for optimised aspheric methods with cyclotorsion control.\(^{12}\) Aslanides stresses that using cyclotorsion correction or compensation leads to better outcomes than when these are not used.\(^{13}\) Brunson states that when there is an increase in the number of higher-order aberrations greater than 0.35 μm, wavefront-guided treatment is a better option.\(^{14}\)

In the case reported here, we opted for optimised aspheric treatment with cyclotorsion control, as this seemed to be the best surgical approach for our patient. According to the literature, LASIK treatment can be performed safely when the astigmatism is located on the anterior surface of the cornea, with correction being significantly higher compared to posterior astigmatism.\(^{15}\)

This report illustrates an alternative approach in the surgical correction of a high cylindrical error using two consecutive procedures, since correction of the total error was not possible using the available technology.
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